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â€œShiina.â€• He bit his lips at the sound of the sweet voice that reached his ears. He ignored it.

Sasagawaâ€™s hot lips pushed softly against the exposed flesh that peeked out from the neck of

his parka. â€œI can save you ...â€• Sasagawa spoke as if he was the only way out.Beautiful. Cool.

Shiina Jun has always been admired by females around him. But he would give up their admiration

for just one drop of affection from his family. Or for a chance at true love from anybody who could

save him from the dark loneliness that heâ€™s lived in for so long. His teacher, Sasagawa Tetsuya,

wants to be his savior. But is Sasagawa offering a way out or is he pushing Shiina deeper into the

darkness? And can Shiina trust his heart to a man who forces himself on him?This story, masterfully

crafted by Miyu Matsuda, of a forbidden, but passionate love between a student and his teacher and

the odds they are willing to overcome to get what theyâ€™ve always wanted in life is definitely a

must-read!
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This is not a sweet love story. This is a mature story and by that I'm not simply referring to the sex.

This is a psychological story about loneliness, desire and need. If you're looking for sweet romance,



you won't find it here. In some ways this story reminds me of Zankokuna Kami ga Shihai Suru (A

Cruel God Reigns).The story is sad and sadly realistic. It is about power, abuse and the

manipulation of a young boy and possibly, if you're not too much of a cynic, it is also about

redemption. It is not uncommon to find rape in yaoi stories. The difference here is the emotional

manipulation of someone who is young, lonely and very desperate for affection. The sad reality is

that it isn't unrealistic for a young boy who is so desperately lonely to confuse violence and

emotional abuse with love.The story is well written, one of the most well written I've read and that

alone makes it unworthy of the low star reviews it has received. It pained my heart as I read it. The

content is undoubtedly disturbing and not for everyone. If you are looking for a sweet romance then

this is not for you. If you enjoy a story where the seme goes from a tyrant to a sweetheart -

completely against the character that has been built up, then this is not for you. If you're looking for

something cheerful then this is certainly not for you. If you enjoy the more tragic yaoi stories and are

an emotionally mature reader then you may find you get sucked in and enjoy this book for what it is

which is more than a simple sexual story.It is clear from many of the negative reviews that some

readers did not understand the psychological aspect or what exactly was going on.
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